SOFA COLLECTION

A sofa is the focal point of any room it is in. HAY has an extensive assortment of
different sofas in a variety of designs that accommodate all kinds of spaces, styles
and requirements. Available in a wealth of upholstery and colour options, our range
covers all sofa needs – from simple and functional to voluminous and lounging.
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Sofa collection

HAY has an extensive assortment of different sofas in
a variety of designs that accommodate all kinds of
spaces, styles and requirements. Available in a wealth
of upholstery and colour options, our range covers all
sofa needs – from simple and functional to voluminous
and lounging – providing a comfortable central platform
for living, working and socialising. The collection includes
two-and three- seater sofas like Arbour and Can, and
flexible modular sofas, such as Quilton and Mags, which
offer a versatile and module system with customisable
options. All sofas are made in high-quality materials with
a timeless design and durable construction, and are built
to last for many years to come.

Mags

Designed with maximum comfort and minimum details, the
Mags sofa combines strong aesthetics with timelessness to
create a HAY classic. Keeping superior comfort and quality
in mind, Mags is built using a solid construction with durable,
high-density foam and interior padding for optimal longevity.
The low frame has a distinctly lounge feel, which is reinforced
by the deep seats and results in an open, welcoming space.
The wide range of functional modular units mean the sofa
can be fully customised with chaise longue, corner modules
or additional seats to suit any room or purpose, while the
upholstery options enables the sofa to find its own personality.

Bolgheri

The wide range of functional
modular units mean the sofa
can be fully customised with
chaise longue, corner modules
or additional seats to suit any
room or purpose.

CORNER COMBINATION 2
W264,5 x D225,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

Mags Corner Combination 2, Lint grey

Balcony Armchair iron red, Balcony Table iron red
Mags 2,5-Seater Combination 1, Fiord 322

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create
a cohesive expression.

Hallingdal 166

Mode 032

Steelcut 655

Flamiber dark blue J4

Re-Wool 198

Balcony Armchair iron red, Balcony Table iron red
Mags 2,5-Seater Combination 1, Metaphor 010

Mags modules

Mags narrow
left or right

Mags wide
left or right

Mags narrow
middle

Mags wide
middle

Mags chaise longue
short narrow left or right

Mags chaise longue
short wide left or right

W97 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W114 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W74,5 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W91,5 X D95,5 X H67 CM
Seat H40 cm

W97 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W114 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

Mags lounge end
left or right

Mags corner
left or right

Mags ottoman
extra small

Mags ottoman
small

W132,5 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W93 x D93 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm

W79 x D79 x H40 cm

W79 x D96 x H40 cm

Link to sofa module overview

How to combine Mags modules

Mags 2-Seater combination 1

Mags 2,5-Seater combination 1

Mags 2,5-Seater combination 2 left or right

Mags 2,5-Seater combination 3 left or right

W194 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W228 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W246,5 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W246,5 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

Mags 3-Seater combination 1

Mags 3-Seater combination 3 left or right

Mags 3-Seater combination 4 left or right

Mags 3-Seater combination 5 left or right

W268,5 x D95,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W304 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W321 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W338 x D127,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

Mags corner combination 1 left or right

Mags corner combination 2 left or right

W264,5 x D264,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

W264,5 x D225,5 x H67 cm
Seat H40 cm
Armrest W24 cm

Link to sofa module overview

Mags Soft

Rounded edges and soft cushions create a milder, relaxed
tone with the Mags Soft Sofa. Optimal comfort and durability
are ensured by the sofa’s solid construction, which has been
built using durable, high-density foam and covered with a duvet
for extra softness. The low frame has a distinctly lounge feel,
which is reinforced by the deep seats and results in an open,
welcoming space. The wide range of functional modular units
mean the sofa can be fully customised with chaise longue,
corner modules or additional seats to suit any room or purpose,
while the numerous high quality upholstery options allow the
sofa to find its own personality. The Mags Soft series also
includes the Mags Soft Low Armrest model.

Retaining the same strong
aesthetic presence as Mags,
more pared back sibling, this
version takes on a more fluid,
poetic silhouette.

COMBINATION 10
W312,5 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

Mags Soft 3-Seater Combination 10 Left, Metaphor 008, black stitching

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in different
colours, tones and textures to make naturally harmonious
combinations and contrasts that create a cohesive expression.

Mags Soft 3-Seater, Metaphor 023, dark grey stitching

Flamiber dark blue J4

Linara 440

Vidar 656

Linara 100

Metaphor 023

Mags Soft Low 2,5-Seater Combination 2 Right, Linara 142, beige stitching

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in different
colours, tones and textures to make naturally harmonious
combinations and contrasts that create a cohesive expression.

Metaphor 029

Metaphor 033

Linara 164

Hallingdal 166

Sense nougat

Mags Soft Low 3-Seater Combination 10 Left, Metaphor 033, beige stitching

Mags Soft modules

Mags Soft narrow
left or right

Mags Soft wide
left or right

Mags Soft chaise longue
short narrow left or right

Mags Soft chaise longue
short wide left or right

Mags Soft narrow
middle

Mags Soft wide
middle

W102 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W119 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W102 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W119 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W74,5 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W91,5 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

Mags Soft Low narrow
left or right

Mags Soft Low wide
left or right

Mags Soft Low chaise longue
short narrow left or right

Mags Soft Low chaise longue
short wide left or right

Mags Soft lounge end
left or right

Mags Soft corner
left or right

W102 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W119 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W102 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W119 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W137,5 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

W98 x D98 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm

Mags Soft ottoman
extra small

Mags Soft ottoman
small

W79 x D79 x H37 cm

W79 x D96 x H37 cm

Link to sofa module overview

How to combine Mags Soft modules

Mags Soft 2,5-Seater
combination 1

Mags Soft Low 2,5-Seater
combination 1

Mags Soft 2,5-Seater
combination 3 left or right

Mags Soft Low 2,5-Seater
combination 3 left or right

W238 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W238 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W256,5 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W256,5 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

Mags Soft 3-Seater
combination 1

Mags Soft Low 3-Seater
combination 1

Mags Soft 3-Seater
combination 3 left or right

Mags Soft Low 3-Seater
combination 3 left or right

W278,5 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W278,5 x D103,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W314 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W314 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

Mags Soft 3-Seater
combination 4 left or right

Mags Soft Low 3-Seater
combination 4 left or right

Mags Soft Low 3-Seater
combination 10 left or right

W331 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W331 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

W312,5 x D135,5 x H67 cm
Seat H37 cm
Armrest W29 cm

Link to sofa module overview

Quilton

Described by the designers as a quilted landscape sofa system,
Quilton serves as a central platform for living, working, socializing
and relaxing. Offering a wide assortment of different modules,
Doshi Levien’s multi-functional sofa provides the flexibility of a
modular system with generous dimensions and sculpted forms.
Its numerous upholstery choices include mono, duo, or with
a black contrasting platform, with the finely-detailed quilted
upholstery encapsulating the softness and volume of the foam
and wadding seats and creating exceptional comfort. Quilton
takes sofa design to a new level of versatility that makes it
suitable for a wide range of domestic and public spaces.

Offering a wide assortment
of different modules, Doshi
Levien’s multi-functional sofa
provides the flexibility of a
modular system with generous
dimensions and sculpted forms.

3-SEATER
W248 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Quilton 3-Seater, Swarm multi colour. Quilton Ottoman, Swarm multi colour

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create
a cohesive expression.

Metaphor 025

Vidar 932

Vidar 676

Metaphor 023

Quilton Combination 5, Metaphor 025. Quilton Ottoman, Vidar 676

Quilton Combination 19 Left, Flamiber cream

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in different
colours, tones and textures to make naturally harmonious
combinations and contrasts that create a cohesive expression.

Quilton 3-Seater, Metaphor 036

Metaphor 030

Metaphor 002

Metaphor 009

Steelcut 110

Sense dark brown

Quilton modules

Quilton narrow
left or right end

Quilton wide
left or right end

Quilton chaise longue
left or right end

Quilton chaise longue
left or right backrest

Quilton narrow
middle

Quilton wide
middle

W143,5 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W176,5 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W109 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W172 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W105 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W139 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Ottoman

Quilton 3-Seater

W105 x D105 x H41 cm

W248 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Link to sofa module overview

How to combine Quilton modules

Quilton combination 1

Quilton combination 2

Quilton combination 4

Quilton combination 10 left or right

W287 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W392 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W353 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W315,5 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Quilton combination 13 left or right

Quilton combination 17 left or right

Quilton combination 18 left or right

Quilton combination 19 left or right

W348,5 x D109 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W357,5 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W391,5 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W252,5 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Quilton combination 20 left or right

Quilton combination 21 left or right

Quilton combination 22 left or right

Quilton combination 23 left or right

W285,5 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W281 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W386 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

W420 x D143 x H72 cm
Seat H41 cm

Link to sofa module overview

Pandarine

Inga Sempé’s Pandarine fuses the luxurious comfort of a
bed with the versatility of a modular sofa in an elegant and
versatile design. The armrests come either in a cylindrical
form, or with a reclining design that can be adjusted
individually in the same way as the metal-hinged backrests.
This gives Pandarine the ability to transform into a unified,
mattress-like surface where the backrests serve as huge,
soft pillows. Constructed using a combination of Nozag
springs, foam, and wadding, Pandarine is designed to
provide exceptional comfort in any number of sitting or lying
positions. Available in two- and three-seater versions with
options for additional chaise longues and corner modules,
its range of textiles and configurations give it great flexibility
for use in a variety of private and public contexts.

Inga Sempé’s Pandarine
is designed to provide
exceptional comfort in
any number of sitting or
lying positions.

2-SEATER
W176 x D98 x H93,5 cm
Seat H42 cm

Pandarine 2-Seater, Reclining armrest, Mode Clavicle 009

Pandarine 3-Seater Chaise Longue, Cylindrical armrest, Fiord 442

Pandarine 3-Seater, Reclining armrest, Lola navy

Pandarine 2-Seater, Cylindrical armrest, Harald 823

Arbour

Embodying the concept that design should follow
construction, Andreas Engesvik and Daniel Rybakken’s
Arbour is assembled from separate components that have
been independently produced for optimal comfort, quality,
and efficiency. Developed to offer a compact and durable
sofa with a sustainable profile, the Arbour Sofa features the
Nordic Swan Ecolabel, with FSC-certified wood and waterbased lacquered frame, and EU-Ecolabelled upholsteries for
the Eco version. The seat and cushions are made in carefully
balanced proportions, with identical side cushions creating
a sense of harmony and offering the opportunity for multiple
comfortable sitting or lying positions, while the frame creates
a strong yet elegant profile with an architectural quality. With
its logical construction and uncluttered design language,
Arbour fuses its distinctly Scandinavian aesthetics with high
comfort and great durability. The Arbour family comprises a
two- and three-seater sofa, and the more compact Arbour
Club Sofa and Armchair.

Developed to offer a compact
and durable sofa with a
sustainable profile, the Arbour
fuses distinctly Scandinavian
aesthetics with high comfort
and great durability.

2-SEATER
W180 x D87 x H75 cm
Seat H40 cm

Arbour Eco 2-Seater, Steelcut Trio 796

Colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in different
colours, tones and textures to make naturally harmonious
combinations and contrasts that create a cohesive expression.

Arbour 2-Seater, DOT 1682 02 bianco/nero

Sense nougat

DOT 1682
02 bianco/nero

Metaphor 002

Sense dark brown

Remix 183

Arbour Eco 3-Seater, Halllingdal 166

Arbour 2-Seater, Metaphor 029

Silhouette

GamFratesi’s Silhouette Sofa series is characterised by the
smooth curve of the sofa’s back, which seamlessly combines
a strong character with a simple, organic expression. With
an angular front view and defining piping details, the sofa
appears compact and economical with space, yet light and
spacious and offers generous seating.
The family comprises sofas in different sizes and heights,
with legs available in steel or solid wood and a number of
selected textiles to choose from. The different configurations
and strong structural language make the sofa a natural
choice for defining space and creating intimacy in large
and small areas in private and public contexts.

GamFratesi’s Silhouette Sofa
series is characterised by the
smooth curve of the sofa’s back,
which seamlessly combines a
strong character with a simple,
organic expression

3-SEATER
W171 x D98 x H72,5 cm
Seat H43 cm

Silhouette 3-Seater, Olavi by HAY 03, black leather piping

Silhouette 3-Seater, Hallingdal 370. Silhouette 2-Seater, Mode 038

Silhouette 3-Seater, Linara 142

AAL Sofa

Sharing the same minimalistic principles and versatility
as the rest of the series, About a Lounge Sofa is a cohesive
fusion of two lounge chairs. With its curvy lines and organic
expression, it invites close, intimate meetings at the same
time as it offers an open and welcoming structure. The
choice of oak finishes on the legs and upholstery colours
and combinations allow you to create your own unique
design.

Silhouette
AAL
Sofa, Olavi
Sofa Upholstered
by HAY 03 with Linara 142

With its curvy lines and
organic expression, About
a Lounge Sofa invites close,
intimate meetings at the same
time as it offers an open and
welcoming structure.

AAL SOFA
W150 x D73 x H81 cm
Seat H40 cm

AAL Sofa, Fiord 571

Can

With the Can sofa, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec seek to go
beyond the creation of a practical, elegant and comfortable
design. The intention is to reinvigorate the whole idea of the
sofa, from something inherently complicated to something
simple, relaxed and accessible. The sofa comes flat-packed
and can be easily assembled at home from three basic
elements – frame, cover and cushions.

Silhouette
Can
2-Seater,
Sofa
Roden
Upholstered
04
with Linara 142

The Can sofa seek to go
beyond the creation of
a practical, elegant and
comfortable design.

3-SEATER
W247 x D89 x H82 cm
Seat H40 cm

Can 3-Seater, Olavi by HAY 14

CAN 3-Seater, Ruskin 05

Hackney

With its contemporary lines and high comfort, the
Hackney Sofa strikes the perfect balance between
modern and traditional styling. Constructed with a
wooden frame featuring a coil spring system wrapped
in down and polyurethane foam, it offers soft and
comfortable seating. Its generous proportions and
timeless aesthetics make it suitable for a wide range
of private and public contexts. Available in 2-seater or
3-seater versions in a variety of upholstery options.

Hackney 3-Seater, Lola navy

Hackneys generous proportions
and timeless aesthetics strikes
the perfect balance between
modern and traditional styling.

3-SEATER
W254 X D96 X H75 cm
Seat H40 cm

Hackney 3-Seater, Lola dark green

Hackney 3-Seater, Lola navy

Hackney 3-Seater, Remix 0133
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